
General Meeting  Stevenson ES K-3 PTO             9/18/2019 

Executive Officers present.  

New Business. Kyle Mahan present for questions about Menu Changes.  

-First Ave. Crossing remains a safety concern with parents and children crossing out of crosswalks. Some 

near misses have occurred. Parking on Palmer and issue with residents. Asking parents to spread the 

word to use crosswalks and park adjacent to crosswalk access. City Engineer completed a study that 

reported it is extremely unsafe.  

-Salad Bar. Parent Volunteer needed to supervise and help the children make choices. Sign Up Genius 

needed for daily parent volunteer duty. Teachers are unable to help as they are busy with children at 

tables. Bar is too big to be accessed on both sides. Salad entrée consists of lettuce and protein that 

children can add their choices.  

-Challenges with Lunch Menu. Getting students through quickly. Classes must wait for all students to 

finish before released to playground. Pre-plating is an option that is being worked on with staff. 

Currently we use the Offer method versus Serve method. No choice would mean quicker lines.  

-Biometric Scan. Speeds students through the line. Parents may opt out of scan. Information is not 

stored outside of server for increased security.  

-Can we distinguish between items purchased on EZ pay Log?  

-Parents requesting more fruit options (might conflict with USDA requirements), options for non-meat 

protein options (beans, eggs). Can we add soup as on option?  

-PTO will print photos of options available so students know what they can request daily.  

-Ohio Days very popular. Menu needs to list sources.  

Facebook PTO page. Discussed the content of the page, what is appropriate and who monitors.  

Move-A-Thon focus is on the Arts. 

-Hands of Gratitude ($2500 each PTO) 

 -Audubon Center Anniversary Art Show 

-Drapes for the theatre stage 

-Second basketball hoop 

Permanent Improvement Fund will address replacing the gym ceiling with acoustic tiles, or add baffling 

for sound. Not in the PTO Budget.  

Bazaar. Committees formed. Vendor fee is $85. Tri-Village featuring in their Holiday Issue.  

School lunches. Getting a cost analysis to discuss changes. Sending a parent survey for preferences. 

 

 



 

 

 


